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A new moon is always a new beginning.
Today's new beginning ushers us all to divine diplomacy
as the sun and moon are at 13 Gemini, the heavenly hosts of diplomacy.
These hosts were sent yesterday, so today only the moon message is being
sent.

The north node, the direction of the chart, is 20 Cancer, the heavenly hosts of
divine evocation.
20 degrees Cancer

The Angels of Evocation
Also known as
The Angels of

Kibigili
Beloved,
As it was written:

“Ask and ye shall receive.”

"Knock and it shall be opened unto you."
"Seek, and ye shall find."
"Let ME fight your battles for you."

Because visualization and emotions are the essence of
miracles,
visualize the vast company of enlightened beings,
and omnipresent, omnipotent, and omniscient Divine
Consciousness Itself,
and ask them to help you,
while, still in meditation, while imagining flowing with
emotions of joy and fulfillment.

The subconscious and superconscious minds,
both which process 400 billion bits of information a second,

do not distinguish between an imagined reality and a
manifested reality.

By flowing with these tangible feelings of gratitude, love,
relief, and joy etc.,
which are magnetic, a person controls the quantum field.
Both visualization and emotions are
necessary and important in the process of manifesting
heaven on earth.
We inspire spiritual seekers to visualize and flow emotions
of true divine blessing,
through faith and the art of evocation, which is the art of
spiritual asking and seeking.

We help you understand the admonition of many sacred scriptures to
ask for Divine assistance.
" I will send my angels to protect you."

joy

Instead of fear, we inspire
in the awareness of the splendor
and majesty of God.

"For I have not given you the spirit of fear, but of joy, and life everlasting."

Visual meditations of divine beauty, creating emotions of
awe,
attract grace and mercy into manifestation in all
situations.

"Knock and it shall be opened unto you."

Remember the words of the great sufi mystic and saint,
Hazrat Inayat Khan,

“The more you depend on God, the more
dependable God becomes.”

We are entering the kingdom of heaven within,
"the kingdom of heaven is found within"
and finding that
"I and the Father are ONE."
"All that I do, ye shall do and more."

We are moving from the south node, which represents our past, at 20
Capricorn,
the heavenly hosts of herbs.
Pluto and Saturn are conjoining this point,
adding their powers so that what we have learned over many lifetimes about
herbs
is integrated as we move forward

into heaven on earth.
"I have given you an herb to cure every disease."
Bible quote.

For many lifetimes we have focused on the healing properties of plants,
and now we are remembering to ask for divine assistance for any situation.
As sacred sons and daughters of Divine Being,
we ask for and receive shining emanations of spiritual beauty
that manifest the highest good of all concerned.

Over the next 28 days, we discover that to create beauty in our lives,
we must ask.
Ask for faith, ask for enlightenment, ask for miracles of love to heal any
situation.

"Ye must be as little children to enter the kingdom of
God."
This month finds us recognizing and asking for divine
assistance,
both individually and collectively,
so that we, together, manifest the kingdom of heaven on
earth.

Uranus is in Taurus, which is his sign until 2025.
As Uranus is in Taurus, which rules divine highest good love
manifesting in physical reality,
such as honorable money, pleasures, values, possessions and ideals, we
will have a much more
refined sense of what is deeply desirable and what is not.
Uranus rules almighty divine will that brings sudden unexpected
changes for the better.
Over the next seven years, the pleasures and possessions we cherish
evolve to levels of divine harmony and love for all.
Environmental beauty and harmony, the splendor and majesty of the
human body,
the happiness and joy of all creation, will all be treasured.
At this stage of the journey,
this new moon opens gateways to flow our real divine purpose,

with divine faith, optimism, and willpower,
and deep emotional healing of the past.

Because this new moon beginning
has a north node in the sign of Cancer,
we realize that we have the ability,
as divine beings,
to materialize or dematerialize current realities
whenever necessary,
to nurture the precious creation of Earth.

We are entering the ancient future, the time of
flowering,

"on earth as it is in heaven".
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The 28 Angels of the Moon Sphere
Divine Emotional Magnetic Rhythm

‘The Moon in its planetary function
influences everything liquid on our earth.

The Moon sphere is analogous to flowing emotions and feelings.
The emotional awareness of each child of God,
is known in ancient terms as the astral body.

Emotions of happiness are necessary for all timelines to manifest divine harmony in
the quantum field.

Healing of the Divine Feminine, the awesome realm of flowing emotions and magnetism,
the water element, is necessary for Heaven to manifest on Earth.

The healing of emotional flowing of each child of God on Earth is therefore of major importance.

The Angels of the Moon Sphere
are commissioned with great responsibility in this regard.

Angels of the Moon work with mankind in the realm of flowing emotions,
in contrast to the Angels of the 360 degrees of the zodiac
surrounding the Earth who work with the children of God in the realm of vitality.

There are 28 angel groups, one for each day of the moon cycle.

The Moon Angels of Tides
Angels of ‘E-B-V-A-P’
New Moon 1st Day of Lunar Cycle
Beloved,

We inspire perfect use of OMNIPOTENT SACRED WILL
FOR THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL
and SACRED FLOWING EMOTIONS
in the meditation of the divine virtues so that all things are
possible.

We have been given the responsibility by Divine Providence to control not only the tides of earth,
but also the tides of water in the bodies of all living things.
These tides correspond to flowing emotions of omnipresent,
omnipotent, and omniscient Divine Love and Life.

When the children of God call on us for our help,
we teach them how to use omnipotent
will and intent for the highest good of all in combination
with strong flowing emotions of unconditional Divine Love
to heal the emotional reality of Earth.

In this way we teach how to control the physical reality of Earth,
because the physical reality of each person,
and of the Earth as a whole,
is determined by flowing emotions.

Just as we control the tides of earth,
we teach the children of God to attune themselves emotionally to the rhythms of Divine Life,
so that they may flow with the sea of unconditional all encompassing Love,
that ebbs and flows with the expression of polarity in Universal Consciousness.

We particularly attune the child of God to the use of the Sacred Dream,
the blueprint for perfection on the Earth
This blueprint is the Prime Will for the highest good of all for Earth.

This is the Prime Will for bringing about a perfect kingdom,
a home of pristine beauty and harmony for all living creatures.

Miracles are created by combining OMNIPOTENT WILL FOR THE HIGHEST GOOD of the Earth,
the electric-masculine power,
with the FLOWING EMOTIONS of unconditional love and flowing feelings of the Sacred Dream of the Moon,
the magnetic-feminine power.

Just like the miracles of the tides, FLOWING EMOTIONS of the Sacred Dream and Divine Love of the Moon,
manifest perfect power,
rhythm, harmony, and cycles of flow in the emotional life
for all the children of God and for all sentient creatures.

By studying the tides, and flowing with emotions of their healing effects,
perfect understanding of this is attained.

By studying the scientific effects of the tides,
the influence of a rhythmic emotional life on the well being of the physical bodies
of the children of God and on the creatures of the world is understood.

Attune to the divine virtues represented by the letters of our name,
and call on our help to receive the following:

‘E-B-V-A-P
E
We use cosmic and universal transference of consciousness ---------

B
to produce miraculous phenomena, change the course of fate,
and teach the children of God the control of will and flowing
emotions in all planes. ---------

V
We mentor masters to control the unfolding of spiritual qualities in
self and others. ---------

A and umlaut A (ae)
We teach seekers to apply wisdom and truth of the enlightened
mind to develop magical abilities
like clairvoyance, mental discipline, language of symbols, and mind
control.

We reveal the original perfect divine blueprints of everything in
creation.
umlaut A, AE...all imperfect forms of everything
in being, will, thought, emotion, and form are released,
and therefore go through transformation,
making way for the perfect original divine blueprints to manifest. --------

P
We instill devotion to service and to sacredness. We inspire the
perception of beauty
from the universal perspective as harmony and the cultivation of
unconditional parental love,
which provides an umbrella of protection and nurturance to
promote creativity.’ ---------

*****
The musical melody of our name are the notes: D ~ A ~ F# ~ G~C ~ B.

We inspire perfect use of OMNIPOTENT SACRED WILL
FOR THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL and SACRED FLOWING EMOTIONS
in the meditation of the divine virtues so that all things are possible.
On the first day of every 28-Day Moon Cycle we flood the Earth with deep rhythmic flowing
emotions that control the tides,
so that all life may attune to the rhythms of the Heart Divine that pulsates throughout the Web of
Life.

"All that I do ye shall do and more."

'Ebvap'
*** ECSTASY ***

*Names, phrases, or sections, in Italics or single quotation marks are quoted or paraphrased from
the books of Franz Bardon,
[The Practice of Magical Evocation ISBN 3-921338-02-6 and The Key to the True Quaballah, ISBN 3921338-13-4]. Publisher is Dieter Ruggeberg, Wuppertal/ W. Germany.
These books have detailed information on the meanings of the letters on all four levels of will, mind,
feeling, and form, and all of the beings of the zodiac.

Together we are One, Sharing love and light in
ever-expanding Harmonic Waves of Pure Being.
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/lovingpurelove
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/SpiritusAngelMessages

LANGUAGE OF COSMIC LOVE, A - Z
Love Brightens the Day, Love Lights the Way

